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1. Background and challenges
What happens to a cultural heritage site and its historical traces in the ground when new activity
is mixed with the old? What happens when this new activity to a great degree imitates the old
activity?
2.

Remove any replicas as quickly as possible to

In 2013, a feasting hall was completed at Borre outside

avoid them being interpreted at a later date as authentic

the town of Horten. The design of the hall was informed

Iron Age material, and in this way pollute professional

by archaeological evidence which suggested there had

evaluations of the site.

been a feasting hall standing at the entrance to the large
grave field at Borre. The hall was named Gildehallen (The

Our work on the project has also made us aware of the

Feasting Hall) and, once it was opened, became the focal

potential it offers to collate experiences that might be applied

point of an ever-growing number of activities and events,

to the interpretations of stray finds and other archaeology.

including large ‘Viking markets’ and music festivals. These

In this partly controlled context we can study what sort

events have attracted ever greater numbers of visitors, and,

of combination and spread of finds might result from a

to accommodate them, a field to the south of Gildehallen

‘Viking festival’. The Viking markets and music festivals at

has also been brought into use. This area of activity borders

Borre attract visitors from across the world; they come to

on the large grave field at Borre, which is a protected site.

listen to music, eat and drink, dance, live in the tent camps,

Several archaeological structures are also known to exist

trade, express their group identity through their clothes

within the area that has been opened up for these public

and jewellery, and get to know each other. Structurally, the

activities. Vestfold County Council undertook, therefore,

market is organised as a street of trading tents, each on a

to search the market and festival areas in 2017 and 2018

designated plot, and Gildehallen is the focus of much of the

for metal remains. The aim of the survey was to gather

activity. Is this modern market in some ways comparable

information that would help us to evaluate how likely it was

with the markets and feasts of the Viking Age?

that replicas of archaeological artefacts were ending up in the
earth of historical sites that are protected by law. This report

It is not unusual that markets and festivals that have been

is intended to give an overview of the finds made during this

inspired by historical events are held at localities where

survey in 2017 and 2018 and to illuminate certain challenges

there also are preserved archaeological contexts. We

that have become clear in the course of this project.

believe that an increased awareness of just what artefacts,

Ill. 2: The areas surveyed are marked with a purple dotted line. They border the extensive, protected Borre grave field. A visualisation of the
LIDAR data has been superimposed on the orthophoto. The monumental burial mounds and the contour of the ancient shoreline, running
parallel with the Oslo Fjord, are clearly visible.

Ill. 3: Geophysical surveys testify to the importance of Borre in the Iron Age. In addition to the
well-known grave field there is evidence of several large buildings (halls) and other historical
traces.

replicas in particular, are left behind after these events will
A preliminary aim of the project was to determine whether or

be advantageous for anyone with the challenging task of

not there was Iron Age archaeological material buried in the

overseeing the preservation of such areas.

areas on which the festivals and Viking markets are held. Also
to determine, if such material has been preserved, how likely
it would be over time that it would be difficult to separate
archaeological material of the Late Iron Age from modern
replicas that had been created using Iron Age techniques,
materials and aesthetics. It was, therefore, desirable to
remove any Iron Age materials from the area. Through this
survey we aimed to:
1.

Determine whether ancient artefacts are to be found

buried in the area, something which would come into conflict
with the market and festival activity held here.

Ill.1: Excavations at Borre 1927
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2.The historical context at Borre
In the years AD 600–950, nine large burial mounds
were raised at Borre. The impressive grave field
contains more than 50 burial mounds and burial
cairns. The monumental mounds probably testify
to significant political power and the area has been
associated with the Yngling dynasty of the saga
literature.

at Borre. In the last decade, geophysical surveys
reveal that there was once a number of unusually
large buildings in the fields beyond the cemetery.
These have been interpreted as royal halls of the
Late Iron Age, and, together with the monumental
grave field, are seen as evidence that Borre was at
one time an exceptional power base.

The first archaeological excavation at Borre was
initiated in 1852 after the road authority had dug
sand from one of the mounds for road building. The
mound, known as the Ship Mound, contained the
remains of a ship that was more than 17 metres
long. The grave goods, which suggested this was
the burial site of both a man and a woman, testified
to the pair having had contacts deep into today’s
Russia. This was the first of many excavations

The industrialist Sam Eyde (1866–1940) was an
important figure in the campaign to establish the
Borre Park, and was among those who donated
property. Borre Park was opened in 1932 by King
Haakon VII in a magnificent ceremony. From 1935
to 1944, however, the Whitsun Rally of Norwegian
fascists, led by Vidkun Quisling, was held in the
park. Today it is a popular spot for walks and picnics.

Figur 4: Borrehaugene

The grave field at Borre
has nine monumental burial
mounds, in addition to many
smaller mounds and cairns.

Ill. 5: Johannes Flintoe was the first artist known to have drawn the grave field at Borre (in 1832). The Ship Mound can be seen furthest to
the right. The survey area lies just outside the left frame of the image. The drawing is owned by the National Museum.

Historians have for a long time presumed that, in
addition to being an impressive necropolis, Borre has
also been the site of a large and important farm, even
a royal seat, that played a role in the early unification
of the nation. The first archaeological evidence for
this has now come to light in the form of several
ploughed-over hall buildings (Tonning, in prep.).
These are of a kind that, in both archaeological and
historical sources, is recognised as being the hallmark
of farm centres that functioned as the power bases
of elites in the Late Iron Age (Herschend 1993). The
discovery of the first halls in 2007 acted as the spur
to the erection of Gildehallen in the form it has today.
The planning for the building had, in fact, already
begun earlier that year, so the discovery can be said
to have come at a most opportune moment.

Ill. 6: I.R. Daae’s map of Borre from 1825. The approximate site of
the survey area is marked with a red circle. At that time the area
was not cultivated.
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3. Participants and activities in the survey area
The area surveyed includes the land around Gildehallen (Area 2) as well as two fields (Areas 1 and 3) that lie to
the south of Gildehallen. The entire survey area lies in the northern part of Borre and outside the area protected
by National Park regulations. It is part of the land owned by the Vold Nordre Farm, some 2,5 kilometres south
of Horten town centre.

3.1 Historic sites within the survey area
We have a description from 1933 of two small burial
mounds in Area 1 (Marstrander 1933). Marstrander
offers only a rough location: ‘at the northern end
of a cultivated field, some 100 metres E. of the
railway line and 350 S.E. of the farmyard.’ He goes
on to note that a gold coin from the 13th century is
supposed to have been found here, but this cannot
be corroborated today and the find has probably
been lost. In Vestfolds Oldtidsminner (1943) Grieg
writes that both mounds were lost to ploughing in
1921. The area around the mounds had already been
cultivated and the farmer offered the information
that, during ploughing, he had noticed the presence
of ash in the earth of the mounds, also stones that
were ‘split and brittle, as if they had been in a bonfire’
(Grieg 1943: 196). In the Askeladden Database this
burial site is registered as ID 42080 and its protection
status is ‘undecided’ (see illustration 6 and 33). Its
position on the map is unsure.

suggests that this may have been the period in which
Area 1 was cleared for cultivation. We can, therefore,
expect to discover finds from recent agriculture in
Areas 1 and 3. Area 2, on the other hand, seems to
have remained wooded right up to the early 20th
century.
No buildings are known on this land and, until the
construction of Midgardveien (road) in the 1990s, the
nearest road passed some 200 metres to the west.
The fences depicted on Flintoe’s drawing from 1832
(ill. 5) have been assembled without the use of iron
nails and fittings, so there is little reason to expect
metal remains in the ground. The demolition of MAZA
in 1945, after World War II, was no doubt effected
using the camp’s own network of roads. Birkelyveien,
the road running past the land and down to a house
on the beach, only became a road capable of carrying
motorised vehicles in the 1940s, when mechanised
agriculture replaced the horse.

There are other registered burial mounds to the north,
east, and south of the field. Prior to the erection of
Gildehallen two cooking pits and a fire pit were also
registered in Area 2, thought to date from the Roman
Era (ID 232416).

Ill. 7:The areas surveyed are marked with a purple dotted line. They border the extensive, protected Borre grave field. The protected area is
marked in blue on the small overview map and in red on the detailed map.

The survey area is east-facing with a gentle slope
down to the Oslo Fjord. Before the building of
Gildehallen, Area 2 was mixed coniferous woodland,
but is now laid out with lawns and a surrounding park.
Until 2013, Areas 1 and 3 were utilised exclusively
for agriculture, but every year since then the fields
have been leased out for Viking markets or other

educational events. Any replicas found here can
therefore be presumed to date from 2013 or later.
In Section 3 we will offer a summary of the historical
use of the area and also of the various activities that
may affect the overall view of finds made here.

Large oak trees are thought to have stood around
and on top of the burial mounds that were removed
in 1921, but both these and the cooking pits found
in the Gildehallen area suggest that this land was
cultivated or used for grazing in the Iron Age. Some
100 to 150 metres southwest of the field there is
evidence of the farmyard of an ancient farm (see ill.
8). This is an impression that is further supported by
the scientific surveys done of Borre by Gro Jerpåsen.
Further archaeological remains are, therefore, likely
to be concealed in Area 1.

3.2 Agriculture and forestry
The information we have about the two burial mounds
which were ploughed over in 1921 (Grieg 1943)

Ill. 8: Registered burial mounds from the surrounding area are
marked with a red R. A grey R marks stray finds and burial mounds
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3.3 World War II
3.3.1 MAZA
In 1940, the German occupying forces established
MAZA at Langgrunn, for most part to the north of
our survey area. MAZA, an acronym for Marinen
Artillerie Zeugabteilung, extended over an area of
nearly 120 acres. Here the German army produced,
repaired, and stored war material until 1945. The
area was heavily guarded and secured with fences,

barbed wire barriers, minefields, watchtowers, and
cannon positions. It is to be expected that traces
of World War II activity will be found in Area 2 in
particular, both in the form of military material, such
as ammunition, and in personal artefacts such as
coins or various clothing items, such as buttons,
button loops, and fastenings.
1.Forvaltningsbygg
2.Husholdningsbygg
3.Fyrrom og garasje
4.Fyrhus og garasje
5.Verksted og lager for etterretningsmateriell
6.Elektroverksted
7.Artillerilager
8.Skur for oppsamling
9.Verksted
10.Hylseverksted
11.Hylselager
12.Systue
13.Ammunisjonstilvirkning
14.Hylsetilvirkning
15.Ammunisjonslager
16.Hylsetilvirkning
17.Amunisjonskontroll
18.Patrontilvirkning (Under bygging)
19.Hylselager
20.Ammunisjonslager
21.Kruttlager
22.Lager for forbruksmateriell
23.Skur for oppsamling
24-25.Ammunisjonslager
26-37.Ammunisjonsskur
38.Bensinlager
39.Transformatorkiosk
40.Hus for prøve av gassmasker
41.Hovedvakt
42.Bryggevakt
43.Båthus
44. WC bygg
45Hus for brannutstyr
46-47.Tårn med skyts og mannskapsbrakke
48-49.Offisersbolig
50-53.Hus for våpeninspektør
54-55.Mannskapsbrakke
56.Vedskur
57.Stall

Ill. 9: Aerial photo from 1959, with a red star marking Area 1. The imprint of the Ship Mound is visible in the vegetation of the field at the
bottom of the photo. The railway line is clearly seen to the left. There is a smallholding close to the railway line.

Figur 11: MAZA georeferenced onto a map of the area. Gildehallen can be seen as a light blue building in the upper left of the map. The
main approaches were from the west and at the junction with the railway. The main guardhouse was at point 21. The thin black line around
the camp denotes the fence.

3.3.2 Private metal detectorists at MAZA
– a problem

Ill. 10: Aerial photo from 2016, with a red star marking Area 1. The now-defunct railway line is marked with a white line. Two roads and
Midgard Viking Centre have been built. The smallholding has been

The fascination which private metal detectorists
have for MAZA can give rise to several problems.
Detectorists search for, excavate, and remove
artefacts without the permission of the landowner.
On the property owned by the municipality of Horten,
in particular, sizable shafts have been dug and many
finds removed. The municipality has a

practice of drawing up a contract with, and then
issuing a licence to, anyone wishing to use a metal
detector on its properties. However, despite the fact
that detectorists are often seen at MAZA, no one has
applied for a licence to use a metal detector there.
There are similar problems on property owned by
the Ministry of Defence. Bomb squads have had to
be deployed several times to MAZA because of finds
made during illegal detectorist searches.
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3.4 Midgard Viking Centre / Midgard Historical Centre
Midgard Historical Centre was built to mark the new millennium, and opened in 2000. In 2018, the centre
changed its name to Midgard Viking Centre. It was initially run by Vestfold County Council, but, after
a museum reform, was transferred to the inter-municipal organisation Vestfoldmuseene (The Vestfold
Museums) in 2009. Midgard Viking Centre carries out an educational programme within the survey area,
and for the last five years has leased Area 1 for this purpose.

Ill. 14: Midgard Viking Festival’s disposition of Area 1 in 2015. Note the communal net of streets, the land parcels allocated to the tents that
face out to the streets, and the accommodation camp at the eastern periphery.

Ill. 12: Gildehallen at Borre

3.5 Gildehallen (The Feasting Hall)
Gildehallen, built and owned by Vestfold County Council, opened its doors in 2013. Today, it is run by
Midgard Viking Centre. Just outside the Borre Park, and hidden under the topsoil, traces of two 30–40
metre long halls from the 7th– 8th centuries have been discovered. The floor plan for Gildehallen is based
on the imprint of one of the halls revealed by georadar in 2007. The building has been built with a raised
central section, inspired by references to the high hall in the Beowulf epic poem and in writings of Adam
of Bremen.

3.6 Borre Viking Market
Borre Viking Market (The Borrekaupang) was held for the first time in 1994. It achieved immediate
success, with some 13.500 visitors, leading to the founding of Borre Vikinglag (Viking Society) later that
same year. Borre Vikinglag holds its Viking Market biannualy (even-numbered years). It lasts for four days
and is located in the protected area down by the Borre shoreline – and therefore outside our survey area.

Figur 15: Midgard Viking Festival’s disposition of Area 1 in 2017. Note the communal net of streets, the land parcels allocated to the tents
that face out to the streets, and the warrior camp at the eastern periphery.

3.7 Midgard Viking Festival
The Midgard Viking Festival has been held biannualy
(odd-numbered years) since 2013 on the land around
Gildehallen (the survey’s Area 1 and Area 2). On
Midgard’s webpage you can read the following about
the festival: ‘Midgard Viking Festival offers a wide
spectrum of Viking experiences for the whole family.
You will meet tradesmen, craftsmen, warriors, skalds
and musicians, you can see combat displays, hear
stories, study ancient craftsmanship, taste historic
food and try your skills in various Viking activities.’
For most part, the market has been confined to the
grounds around Gildehallen (Area 2), but some market
tents and the tent camp for the reenactors have been
located in Area 1. In 2017, parts of the market were
also located in Area 1.
Ill. 16: Photo of the Viking market in Area 1 during Midgardsblot 2016, seen from the southwest. The stage (with smoke) is in the background.
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3.8 Midgardsblot
Midgardsblot is an annual festival of metal music.
In 2016, the event attracted c. 4000 visitors from
36 countries. The visitor number rose to around
5000 in 2017 and 6000 in 2018. One of the most
successful and innovative features of Midgardsblot,
and one that is highlighted both nationally and
internationally, is the festival’s combination of music
with educational information about Borre, through
lectures, debates, and guided tours. To make the
festival possible there is an extensive collaboration
between Midgardsblot, Midgard Viking Centre,
and Vestfold County Council, as well as a number
of independent commercial partners within Viking
Age catering and events. 			

3.9 Streets
A Viking market and a camp for reenactors are also
part of the festival. Midgardsblot is held across
three days (Thursday to Saturday), with one day
before and after for setting up and taking down. The
festival camp, where visitors can stay overnight, is
located down by the fjord in the same area in which
the Borre Viking Market is held. The festival camp
is therefore outside the remit of this survey.

The layout for the network of streets in the festival areas is the same for both the Midgard Viking Festival
and Midgardsblot, as shown in illustrations 14, 15 and 21.

In 2015 and 2016, Midgardsblot used Area 1 mostly
for its Viking camp and market. A few trading stalls
were also placed on the west side of Gildehallen.

Ill. 19: Photo taken from an easterly position, looking west down the side street during the setting up of Midgardsblot 2017. The image
direction is marked on illustration no. 21 with a red arrow.

Ill. 17: Midgardsblot 2018

Illustration 19 shows the situation in Area 1
during Midgardsblot 2017, and the photographer’s
position is marked in Illustration 21 with a red
arrow. To the left is the food tent and a small stage;
to the right, various market stalls, the information
tent, and similar. Down the centre of the photo we
see that the internal net of streets is covered with
mats and that wooden shavings have been strewn
on the ground. In some tents boards have also
been installed as floor coverings. From these tents
and streets there is unlikely to be many finds.
Ill. 20: Midgardsblot’s disposition of the area in 2018.

Ill. 18: The Viking Camp in Area 3 during Midgardsblot 2018.

Ill. 21: Plan for Midgardsblot 2017. The area set aside for the market
is structured using the same network of streets as the Midgard
Viking Festival. Blue denotes commercial participants, while the
Viking market and the camp for the reenactors are marked in
green and yellow. The red arrow shows the direction of the photo
described in the previous illustration.
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3.10 Conclusions about the use of the survey area from 2013 to 2018
In Area 1 there was a tent camp seven times
and a Viking market five times. Both the Midgard
Viking Festival and Midgardsblot experienced an
increase in visitors and grew out of the area around
Gildehallen, expanding into Area 2 for the market
and tent camp from 2015–16. We can, therefore,
also expect to see from 2015 an increase in
artefacts lost in Area 1 by reenactors, from market
stalls, and from visiting public.
The Midgard Viking Market has been blessed with
relatively dry weather, while Midgardsblot in 2016
and 2018 experienced days with a lot of rain.
This can affect the number of subsequent finds,
as artefacts lost in mud and trampled underfoot
are less likely to be recovered when the festival
is cleared. The Midgard Viking
Festival lasts for two days,
Midgardsblot for three. The
total number of days the area
was occupied by the tent camp
and Viking market in the period
2013–2018 is 20 days, with a
tent camp on all of these days,
and a Viking market on 14 days.

4 Metal detection 2017–2018
4.1 Searches and events The metal searches

Search 2 Due to the large number of finds made

were instigated in June 2017, and by September 2018
four organised searches had been carried out. Vibeke
Lia and Ragnar Orten Lie organised the searches for
Kulturarv, and they were conducted by Øystein Moe.

during Search 1, it was decided that a further search
would be conducted after the summer’s two events.
Search 2 was carried out in the period 23rd August
– 3rd September 2017. In addition to a second search
of Area 1, metal searches were also made in parts of
Areas 2 and 3.

Search 1 Carried out 19th to 28th June 2017. Only
Area 1 was searched during Search 1. Midgard Viking
Festival was held on 1st – 2nd July.

Ill. 22: Disposition of the area for Midgardsblot 2018. The use of the
area has changed since 2017, with an expanded Viking camp and
volunteer camp in an expanded part of Area 3.

The finds reflect the extent of
activity within the festival and
market areas. The network of
streets is visible in the way the
finds are distributed in Area 1,
and we can also see a certain type
of find (replicas, in particular) in
connection with the tent camp
for reenactors. For Midgardsblot,
the stage and the audience areas
are evident in the distribution of
finds.

Ill. 23: Metal detectorist Øystein Moe was commissioned by Kulturarv to
conduct the searches of the festival area.

Ill. 24: Areas examined during Search 1 and Search 2, 2017 (marked in grey).

Search 3 Carried out in April 2018. A search was

Search 4 Carried out August and September 2018.

also conducted in the northern part of Area 2. During
the Midgard Viking Festival there are market stalls
here; during Midgardsblot it is used for the stage and
backstage area; it is also used for activities connected
with the running of Gildehallen.

This search was conducted straight after the end
of Midgardsblot 2018, and extended over much of
the festival area. Preparations for the laying of new
lawns were being made with heavy machinery, which
prevented a 100% search of the stage and backstage
area.

Ill. 25: Areas examined during Search 3 and Search 4, 2018 (marked in grey).
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4.2 Circumstances affecting find frequency

4.4 The material finds

After Midgardsblot 2017, Search 2 was carried
out in the area around Gildehallen. Most attention
was given to the areas in front of the stage and
on the east side of Gildehallen, but some artefacts
were also collected from the area to the northwest
of Gildehallen. In 2018, a more extensive search
was conducted in the northern part of the area.
There are many circumstances which impact on
the possibility of making finds around Gildehallen.
The northeast section is the one least disturbed.
The construction of the hall involved the removal
of large masses of earth, the development of the
hall plot, the landscaping of parking areas, and the
installation of other types of infrastructure to the
south.
In 2014, topsoil was brought in and spread on the
plot to the west of Gildehallen, and in the autumn
of 2017 the whole area was landscaped again with
new drainage and added topsoil. In the spring and
summer of 2016, the area to the east of Gildehallen
received new drainage and a lawn developed
from new topsoil and turf. The entrance gangway
was renovated with a plank covering. In 2017, a
new water pipe was laid (yellow line on ill. 25). To
the north of Gildehallen there are remains of the
foundations of a MAZA building (green circle);

4.4.1 Artefacts – Search 1
In total, 48 finds were documented.
Afk

6 finds

J/E

18 finds

VKII

4 finds

Pre 2013 				

Post 2013

Afk- Six finds were made of artefacts dating from

Ill. 26: Some of the work carried out around Gildehallen.

these were covered with a mound of earth prior
to the building of Gildehallen. There has, in other
words, been considerable work done in this area,
with some materials being brought in from outside.

4.3 Categorisation of the find material

The finds have been categorised according to which activity has generated them.

1 finds

MVF/MB

19 finds

earlier than 1537, of which five were found in the area
where there is believed to have been Iron Age graves.

however, not prioritised on this first search and some
30–40 beer-fill magnets, bottle caps and pull tabs were
probably removed without any registration.

Replica- There were 14 replica artefacts and Viking-

Weapon- Three finds fall into this category. From

inspired artefacts among the finds. Most of the replica
artefacts were discovered near the tent camp for
reenactors.

civilian activity there was a cartridge case from a bolt
gun (used to stun animals before slaughter), and a lead
bullet. From military activity there was a metal fragment
thought to come from a grenade.

Coin- There were two documented finds of coins (1
Some Norwegian abbreviations are in use below:
Afk : Automatisk fredet kulturminne = Automatically protected cultural
heritage artefact/site
J/E : Jordbruk/Eldre = Agriculture/Older
VKII : Verdenskrig II = World War II

MVS

krone from 1983, and 10 øre from 1975). It is, however,
likely that some 30 coins were removed during the
search without their find position being documented.

Alcohol- There was one alcohol-related find (a beer-fill

Other artefacts- 22 finds fall into this category.
These can date back to historic times, such as a cowcap and a clock-winding key, but there are also items
connected with the markets and festivals, including a
ballpoint pen and a clip from a microphone stand.

magnet from Midgardsblot). This category of find was,

Finds Pre 2013					 Finds post 2012
Afk

Automatically protected cultural heritage artefact

MVS

Midgard Viking Centre (2013-2018)

J/E

Agriculture/Older 1537-2012

MVF

Midgard Viking Festival (2013 - 15 - og 2017)

VKII

World War II- MAZA Camp (1941–1945)

MB

Midgardsblot (2015 -16 - 17 og 2018)

We are aiming for overview of how material

The finds are further divided into these groups: finds have changed following the construction of
Afk

Stray finds older than 1537

Replica

Copies of historic artefacts, and the
waste products of production.

Mynt/Coin

Norwegian and foreign coins

Våpen/Weapon

Cartridges, weapon parts, etc. – both
military and civilian

Alkohol/Alcohol

Bottle caps, beer-fill magnets, etc.

Andre gjenstander/Other
artefacts

Diverse finds

Gildehallen in 2013. There is a risk that some World
War II finds might be interpreted as deriving from
agricultural activity, and vice versa. In the same
way, some replicas and coins may have been lost
by the museum’s visitors and staff, rather than by
participants of the festivals. This sort of mistaken
reading will not, however, account for many finds
and will be of little consequence for the overall
picture. We now regard the survey area as being
cleared after the four searches, so that in the
coming years new searches after each festival will
give a more reliable overview.

Ill. 27: Types of artefact found in Search 1. The find positions of a further 27 artefacts were not registered and are therefore not included
here. A further seven replica artefacts were discovered in the tent camp for reenactors at the bottom right of the photo.
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4.4.2 Artefacts – Search 2

4.4.3 Artefacts – Search 3

In total, 62 artefacts were found.

In total, 128 artefacts were found.

Afk

0 finds

J/E
Pre 2013 				
Post 2013
8 finds

Replica- There were 17 replica artefacts and Vikinginspired artefacts among the finds. Most of the replica
artefacts were discovered near the tent camp for
reenactors.

MVS

0 finds

MVF/MB

54 finds

Coin- 34 finds of coins were made. Three coins can

one Swedish, one Swiss, three Euro-coins. These
five foreign coins seem to reflect the make-up of
Midgardsblot participants. 26 of the coins are legal
Norwegian tender. Since Search 1 was made after
MV 2017, it is reasonable to assume that most of
these coins also reflect the situation for MB.

be placed in the J/E category: 1 skilling (1820), 2 øre
(1947) and 1 øre (1957). Five coins were foreign:

Other artefacts- 11 finds fall into this category.

Afk

0 finds

MVS

12 finds

J/E

18 finds

MVF/MB

64 finds

VKII

34 finds

Pre 2013 				 Post 2013

Replika- There were five replica artefacts and Vikinginspired artefacts among the finds.

Coin- 16 coins were among the finds. One of them
belongs to the J/E category: 2 øre from 1954. Two coins
were foreign: Euro-coins. These coins seem to reflect
the make-up of Midgardsblot participants. 13 of the
coins are legal Norwegian tender. We presume that the
coin finds also reflect the situation for MB, though some
may also reflect the situation for MV 2013 or 2015.

Alcohol- There were 36 alcohol-related finds: bottle

Ill. 28: Types of artefact found in Search 2.

grenade. There are also some projectiles and cartridge
cases from German guns, including 7.62 and 9 mm, a
signal pistol cartridge case, and a 20 mm cartridge case
for a flak gun. Six cartridge case finds are marked RA
1951 and 1952; these may date from military activity
after the war or from civilian activity. From other civilian
activity there were four finds associated with hunting:
one cartridge case from a 12 gauge shotgun and three
older projectiles.

Andre gjenstander- 37 finds fall into this category.

caps, a wine cork, a bottle cap from alcohol-free beer, 2
pull tabs and one beer-fill magnet.

They include small items marked MAZA, the heel iron
of a shoe, and other parts of various World War II
artefacts.

Weapon- 34 finds can be placed in this find grouping.

MVS- The educational programme of the museum is

From military activity there are 26 finds, including: nine
live .303 tracer bullets, a Lee-Enfield rifle, an ammunition
clip for rapid loading, and a detonator for a German stick

evident in the area adjacent to Gildehallen. 15 finds from
there include two arrowheads and the gold foil wrappers
of chocolate coins used in activities for children.

Ill. 29: Examples of replica artefacts found in Search 3.
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Ill. 31: Examples of replica artefacts found in Search 4.

AlcoholIll. 30: Types of artefact found in Search 3.

4.4.4 Artefacts – Search 4
In total, 210 artefacts were found. The search was also conducted to the north of the survey
area, in the cleared wooded area east of Gildehallen, and in the expanded Viking camp on the
eastern field.
Pre 2013

Afk
2 finds
				
J/E

24 finds

VKII

22 finds

Post 2013

MVS

6 finds

MVF/MB

156 finds

Afk- Two finds were made of artefacts dating from earlier than 1537. One of the finds is interpreted as the
other half of a clasp with a relief motif found during Search 1.

Replica- There were 22 replica artefacts and Viking-inspired artefacts among the finds.
Coin- There were 32 coins among the finds. Six of these are older coins: half skilling (1839), 2 øre (1906/07),
2 øre (1933), 25 øre (1940), 1 øre (1940) and 10 øre (1989). There are five foreign coins: 3 Danish, 1 Swedish,
1 Swiss. 22 of the Norwegian coins are legal tender.

There were 78 alcohol-related finds made on this
search. 19 of these were beer-fill magnets from
MB, and there was one magnet from the Notodden
Bluesfestival. Among the remaining 57 finds are caps
from beer and cider bottles, and some pull tabs from
the Viking camp. A number of beer bottle caps were
found around the open fire pit northeast of Gildehallen
(part of the stage area for MB) and probably reflect
jovial gatherings around the bonfire after evening
sessions of MV. During MB alcohol is sold in plastic
glasses; any bottles that are also sold are opened in
the bar.

Weapon- 10 finds can be placed in this find grouping.
Five finds can be ascribed to military activity during
World War II, including a cartridge case marked RA
1940, an empty clip for rapid loading, and a projectile.
Two cartridge finds are marked RA 1952; these can

date from military activity associated with World War
II or from civilian activity. From other civilian activity
there was a cartridge case from a 12 gauge shotgun
and the cartridge case from a bolt gun.

Other artefacts- 66 finds can be placed in this
grouping. They include three small items marked
MAZA and other parts of various World War II
artefacts. There are also various bits of equipment
associated with the markets and festivals, including
grommets for tarpaulins, various screws, fragments
of leather, and decorative nails.

MVS- The running of the museum is in evidence
in three finds made near Gildehallen – all of them
pretend ‘minted coins’ (souvenir coins that visitors
stamp out themselves).
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5. Many deposition processes in an area – complex archaeology
In one area, many deposition processes are in evidence,
though it is difficult to establish clear dividing lines between
the different phases’ stratography or typology, or through
scientific dating of samples. There were 437 finds in total, and
these can be divided into finds from before 2013 (the opening

of Gildehallen) and finds from after. There are 136 finds from
the roughly 1600 years before 2013, but the five years of
activity since the opening of Gildehallen has added 311 finds.

Figur 32: Types of artefact found in Search 4.

Overview of total finds from four searches, 2017 and 2018
Search

Afk

J/E

VKII

MVS

MVF/MB

TOTAL

Search 1

6

18

4

1

19

48

Search 2

0

8

0

0

54

62

Search 3

0

18

34

12

64

128

Search 4

2

24

22

6

156

210

Total

8

68

60

19

292

449

Pre 2013 = 136 finds                                       Post 2012 =  311 finds
Ill. 33: All finds from the four searches, divided into activity groups.

5.1 Artefacts deposited before 2013

Ill. 35: Finds generated from before the opening of
Gildehallen are in green, those from after in red.

5.1.1 ‘Afk’ – archaeological artefacts
ID

Artefact

230510

Fragment of plate of a clasp with relief motif? Salin Style I. Migration Period AD 400-550

230511

Flat silver plate with trapezoid shape. Gilded upper surface. Length 12 mm

Search

Afk

Replica

Coin

Weapon

Alcohol

Other artefacts

230512

Silver clip with flat underside and a groove on the upper surface. Beading decoration and gilding.
Length 16 mm

Search 1

5

14

2

3

1

22

230513

Pendant, duck foot in silver. Finno-Ugric type. Largest measure 23 mm. Probable dating AD 700–1000

Search 2

0

17

34

0

0

11

230514

Bronze weight. Tablet shaped. Height 9 mm, diameter 39 mm. Iron Age/medieval

Search 3

0

5

16

34

36

37

230515

Bronze ingot

Search 4

2

22

32

10

78

66

246986

Fragment in copper alloy

Total

8

58

84

47

115

136

246979

Fragment of plate of a clasp with relief motif? Salin Style I. Migration Period AD 400-550

Ill. 34: All finds from the four searches, divided into categories of finds.

Ill. 36: Iron Age and medieval finds.
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5.1.2 Agriculture and older activity (1537–2012)
The finds from the years of agriculture and other activity
are relatively few. There are a total of 68 artefacts that
we have dated to the period 1537–2013 (excluding
artefacts associated with MAZA/World War II). Ten of
these are coins. The coins from 1820 and 1839 are the
oldest dateable coins from the era since the Reformation.
14 of the finds are weapons, weapon parts, or remains
of post-war ammunition. 44 of the finds are classified as

Cow-cap

Clockwinding key

‘Other artefacts’, and include slag, clay pipes, horseshoes,
various bronze artefacts and some buttons. Among the
finds that might be associated with the farm are a cowcap, a clockwinding key, a pocket watch, and a Norwegian
skilling specie from 1820. The finds correspond to the
impression we have gained that the area was husbanded
as woodland or for woodland grazing, but was then
cleared again in the 19th and 20th centuries.

1 skilling 1820

Ill. 39: Finds associated with the running of a farm in the 19th and 20th centuries.
Ill. 37: This is an overview of the positions of the Iron Age/medieval finds (marked in brown). The numbers correspond with identity
numbers in the Askeladden Database. The five finds that are close together are thought to reflect the position of the burial site that was
removed in 1921 (also numbered here as Askeladden-ID 42080).

Ill. 38: Silver pendant formed as the webbed foot of an aquatic bird. Finno-Ugric
type, thought to have been produced in Karelia. Iron Age find – or a replica?
Iron Age and medieval finds.

Ill. 40: Spread of artefacts dated to the Post-Reformation era, up to 2013.

Thimble

Half skilling 1839

Clay pipe stem
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5.1.3 MAZA/VKII
During the war, MAZA was a secure area with a
robust fence around the camp. The fence ran to the
north of today’s Birkelyveien (road) and we found
very few traces of MAZA in Areas 1 and 3. Only
five finds have been dated to World War II from
south of Birkelyveien. However, searches conducted

around Gildehallen and inside the camp area of the
survey’s Area 2 do throw up a considerable number
of finds that we connect to MAZA. Large parts of the
ground around Gildehallen have been worked and
landscaped, so these finds are concentrated in those
less disturbed zones to the north and east.

With the discovery of the detonator for a German stick
grenade the situation was rather more serious. The
detonators are not, in themselves, highly explosive, and in
normal circumstances are regarded as stable. Nevertheless,
the explosive power is large enough to cause considerable
damage to hands, eyes, etc., so it was a job for an army bomb
disposal unit. Vestfold County Council has responsibility for
the area and work carried out with metal detectors or with
large machinery to landscape the surroundings is done by
the county. While the detonator itself was not very serious,

it raised the possibility of there being other live explosive
devices in the ground. At MAZA, more powerful grenades
were also in use, as were glass vials of highly poisonous
chemicals that were used to detect poison gas. The typical
German stick grenade had a pull cord that ran from the base
of the wooden shaft up to the detonator. The detonator
ignites the explosive head. After 70 years in the ground, the
wooden shaft would have rotted away and the safety cap in
the base would no longer be functional; the grenades might
be detonated by the pressure of touch and have the potential

Ill. 42: MAZA – Georefererenced map of MAZA buildings. To the left, a detail of Gildehallen (light blue) and MAZA buildings 16 (cartridge
case production) and 17 (ammunition control).

ID-disc for tools ? Front

ID-disc for tools, rear

Hæljern fra sko

Hylse 20 mm flak

Ill. 41 Here is the position of the main finds in the northern part of Area 2.

Activities that the Germans wished to keep secluded
from areas with a lot of people were located in the
camp’s southwestern corner. There were buildings here
for cartridge case production, cartridge production, and
ammunition control (building 16, 17 and 18). When
live ammunition and a complete Lee-Enfield rifle came
to light during Search 3, health and safety became an
important factor. Nine live .303 tracer rounds lay just
under the topsoil some four to five metres from a large,

open, outdoor fire pit. Volunteers and other groups had
social gatherings around this fireplace during festivals.
After these finds were made, the area had to be swept
for live ammunition. Live ammunition for hand guns
is regarded as stable and this was removed from the
site using the same safety routines employed on any
archaeological dig where ammunition is uncovered.
Arrangements can then be made with a local police
station to have such finds delivered there for destruction.
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Detonator for stick grenade

Live .303 tracer rounds, 1943

Lee-Enfield rifle
Ill. 43: Examples of finds connected to MAZA.

5.2 Finds deposited since 2012
A total of 311 finds are thought to have been left
in the survey area since the opening of Gildehallen
in 2013. It has been a matter of curiosity for us to
try and discern whether the finds derive from the
two festivals or from the running of Midgard Viking
Centre.

5.2.1 Midgard Viking Centre
Only 19 artefacts we have found are thought to
derive from the running of Midgard Viking Centre.
Eight of the finds are paper from chocolate coins, and
three are the waste from coin production. There are
also a couple of arrowheads and a dart. These were
primarily discovered to the north of Gildehallen, and
offer a clear indicator of where the museum has its
archery activity and treasure hunt for children with
chocolate coins.

Ill. 44: ‘Not all that glitters is gold’ (Norwegian
proverb). Aluminium foil from chocolate coins.
Ill. 45: The three finds classified as replica are waste material from coin production.

5.2.2
Midgardsblot
and
Midgard Viking Festival
It is possible to relate 151 of
the finds unambiguously to
Midgardsblot, while a further 142
finds are defined as MB/MV, that
is to say, we regard the find as
deriving from festival or market
activity, but are unable to decide
which event.

Ill. 46: Something old and something new. One of these finds is from Midgardsblot.
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Ill. 47. The spread of festival and market finds.

Ill. 50. Here we see how the various types of festival and market artefacts are spread around the survey area. Note the large number of
alcohol-related finds to the north of Gildehallen, as well as the coin finds that follow the curved structure of the shopping street. These will
have been lost during Midgard Viking Festival. Replica finds in the Viking camp in Area 3 are now more obvious.

Even where we are unable to determine the precise event from which each find derives, the spread of finds is
itself enough to give us information. In Area 1 it is difficult to separate Midgard Viking Festival and Midgardsblot,
but around Gildehallen (Area 2) there are more indicators.

Ill. 48: Coins found during Search 4 in Area 2. Several years underground have left their
mark on them. They can be related to the shopping street during Midgard Viking Festival
2013 and 2015.

Ill. 49: Disposition of Area 2 by Midgard Viking Festival
and Midgardsblot 2018.

Ill. 51: Disposition of Area 2 by Midgard Viking Festival

In Area 2 we interpret many finds from Searches
3 and 4 (in 2018) as deriving from Midgard Viking
Festival 2013, 2015 and 2017. A weak pattern of
coin finds and some replicas seems to follow the
curved structure of the shopping street that was
erected in the north of Area 2. The coins look as
if they have been in the ground for several years,
and Midgardsblot does not have any of its zones of
activity there – apart from backstage and equipment
assembly. Alcohol-related finds (many bottle caps)
are also evident here – something that conforms with
the use of the large, central, open fire pit for group
gatherings in the evenings of the Viking Festivals
(see also Chapter 6). During Midgardsblot this area is
covered by the stage, so the bottle caps are thought
to derive from the Viking Festival.
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6 Activities after the building of Gildehallen
It is relatively unproblematic to fit the two large
groups of finds – coins and alcohol-related artefacts
– to a traditional archaeological interpretation. Coins
are a classic indicator of trade, while alcohol-related
finds fit the classification ‘Food & drink’. Alcohol has
left few traces in the archaeological material from the
Viking Age, but is well know from written sources.
The finds of aluminium wrappers for chocolate coins
can also be classed as ‘Food & drink’.
Children are evident in the finds with two artefacts:
a scout knife with a blunt tip, and a play coin from an
educational game. Children are a factor in the running
of Midgard Viking Centre, and are well-represented
at the Midgard Viking Festival. There are, however,
also children at Midgardsblot, which tries to maintain
a family-friendly profile. The knife was found in the
Borre Vikinglag camp after Midgardsblot 2017,
and was perhaps lost by one of the children in the
reenactment camp.
The arrowheads found near Gildehallen are not
replicas, but modern arrowheads of a type that, also
archaeologically, would not be regarded as intended
for battle, but for training. In order to collate these

activities, however, they are being placed in the
weapon category.
Make-up can be seen in two finds: a cosmetic brush
and a paintbrush with make-up residue. The cosmetic
brush is not necessarily related to women, as many
men also had full-facial paint during Midgardsblot,
mostly ‘corpse paint’ and, during the opening blot,
a little blood. For men, therefore, the dominant
colours are black and white, and also a little red. The
paintbrush was found in the area where there was
a stand during the festival offering free painting of
figures on the face and skin to both children and
adults.

6.1 Trade
6.1.1 Market stalls
In some instances, lost artefacts can be assumed to
have derived from market stalls, in itself a clear trade
indicator, and one that should be studied in reference
to the network of streets. Two finds of metal beads in
groups of five and six suggests that they have fallen

from the counter of a market stall in 2017. From Search
4 in 2018, three Thor’s hammers were recovered that
may have fallen from the counter of a market stall, and
they lay close to a group of artefacts – leather straps,
three glass beads and a die made of bone.

Under their costumes, many participants use
jewellery, beads, and various replicas. Some of the
metal beads that have been found are used by both
men and women. This is especially the case with a
type of hollow silver bead favoured by men in both the
reenactment and black metal groups when plaiting
their beards.
Now we will take a closer look at factors we see in the
finds, or expect to see.

Ill. 53: Trading tents being readied in the north of Area 2. Midgard Viking Festival 2019.

Glass materials are not registered during metal detecting,
so it is not possible to know how many modern glass beads
might have been lost on the ground. This problematic
situation is exacerbated by the fact that there also used to
be burial mounds here, now removed by ploughing. In most
instances, closer inspection can reveal traces of modern
materials in the glass or metal alloy, but this is costly and
time-consuming. We hope to avoid the situation by a
thorough clearing of the area each year.
Ill. 52: Cosmetic brush

After each market, therefore, we wish to see the area
cleared. We have also seen that, if the finds are to be used in

subsequent research, it would be helpful if we can distinguish
between those from Midgard Viking Festival and those from
Midgardsblot – something that was difficult before Search
4. After Search 4 we have clearly seen some finds that have
specifically derived from Midgardsblot. MV was last held in
2018, and both Search 2 and Search 3 were conducted after
MV 2017 and before MB 2018. In 2019, searches will be
conducted both after MV and after MB. In addition, we will
also be seeking a better overview of visitor numbers, as well
as the numbers of reenactors and market stalls, and in this
way be able to better identify the finds we make.
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6.1.2 Coin
In prehistoric material, coins (and counterweights) will
most often be regarded as indicators of trade and travel,
as they also are in our material. In addition, however,
our finds can also indicate where there have been
accommodation facilities or areas where there has been
dancing, so that coins have fallen from pockets. In a few
years, events such as these will probably be cash-free,
and, if that is the case, coins that are found by metal
detection will come to represent anything except trade!

12 of the coins are regarded as having been deposited
before Gildehallen was built, while 72 are regarded as
being brought into the area since 2013, to be more
precise since 2015, when the use of Area 1 increased.
Some 30 coins were registered after Search 1. These
were legal tender and are thought to have been lost
during markets and festivals.
Ill. 55: Four Norwegian 1 krone coins. From the differences in patina we can, at least, judge whether a coin was lost weeks ago or years ago.
The coin to the left was found in 2018, but was probably lost during MV several years earlier. The coin to the far right was probably lost
during MB in 2017, and was recovered during Search 2 a few days after the festival was over. The coin to the left (1 krone, 2011) was lost
2–4 years before the coin to the right (1 krone, 1999) – so the mint year is not useful as an indicator.

6.2

Festivals and fun!

The reason we have so many finds is explained by the nature of the events: high-spirited festivals with music.
Would we have been able to determine the event from the archaeological source material alone?

6.2.1 Alcohol
Beer belongs at metal festivals! At Midgardsblot, beer glasses are filled using an automated system that
fills from the bottom up. The hole in the glass is sealed with a round disc that is weakly magnetic, and can
therefore be easily found by metal detector. We expected to find many beer-fill magnets. During Midgardsblot
2017 some 9000 glasses of beer were filled in this way, and yet, among our finds there were only two beer-fill

Ill. 54. This is the spread of coins for which we have map positions. Blue denotes Post-Reformation coins before 2013, red denotes World War II.

It is possible, to a certain extent, to determine the time
at which a coin was deposited. After a few weeks in the
open air, a coin acquires a dark patina. In this way we can
assume that shiny coins were lost in the summer of 2017,
while those with a darker patina were lost in the last two
to four years. The four coins shown below were found
in a field in 2017; we can see their mint year and degree
of patina. The coin series that is legal tender today has
values of 1, 5, 10 and 20 kroner, and was established
in the period 1994–1998. The mint year is not a useful
indicator as to when the coin was lost, as the time that
has passed since the coins came into use has been too

short. The mint year does, however, provide us with the
earliest possible date the coin was lost, a terminus post
quem dating. It takes a while for new coins to come fully
into circulation. Among the 36 coins found in 2017, only
three were minted during the period 2013–2017, with
2015 as the latest date. The absence of 50 øre coins,
which were last minted in 2011 and which ceased to
be legal tender in 2012, strengthens the impression of
these coins having been lost after 2013. Coins minted
in the 1990s are still in circulation, so patina is in many
cases the only yardstick we have.
Ill. 56: Left: a beer-fill magnet dated 2018. Right: various bottle caps.
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The reason is probably that the magnetic discs also have
another function. The festival logo and year was printed
onto some of the discs. Many visitors, therefore, took
them home as souvenirs. One such participant is Yngve
X from Stokke (19 kms south of Borre), who has 12 beerfill magnets on his kitchen counter. The concentration
of beer-fill magnets from Midgardsblot 2017 is, in other
words, six times greater at one address in Stokke than
in the festival area itself. These souvenir discs have not
doubt been spread to many other countries as well.

Midgardsblot has an environmental profile, and future
archaeologists will be able to conclude that this festival
was one that took its cleaning-up operation seriously. An
alternative reading might suggest that Midgardsblot 2017
was an alcohol-free festival – for no bottle caps were found
during Search 2. The statistics for sale of beer during the
festival and the evidence given by contemporaneous and
(for most part) reliable witnesses have a very different
story to tell.

A large number of bottle caps were recovered from
below the Midgardsblot stage and further north. Some
of these reflect the backstage area of Midgardsblot,
but most probably derive from Midgard Viking Festival.
During Midgard Viking Festival there was a large, open
fire pit here – a popular place for market traders and
reenactors to gather in the evenings. The bonfire pit

was also used to reenact a Viking Age cremation for
a film recording. After ammunition was discovered in
2018, the fire pit was removed and the ground under
and around it were closely examined. In the burnt
remains of the bonfire several hundred nails, bottle
caps, etc. were found.

Ill. 58: The fire pit northeast of Gildehallen. It was a popular place for reenactors to gather in the evenings of Midgard Viking Festival and other
large events. During Midgardsblot, the fire pit is covered by the stage and is not in use. It attracts a lot of activity and generates many finds.

6.2.2 Music
During Search 4, a mouth harp (or Jew’s harp)
was discovered; due to its light surface rust it was
connected to Midgardsblot 2018. The instrument is
thought to be a copy of a Danish archaeological find

and is therefore classified as a replica. Danish mouth
harps are known from both the Viking and Middle
Ages. Our find resembles most closely an instrument
found at Gammeltoft, Helgenæs. It came to light during
the excavation of a Viking Age pit-house. (Source:
http://levendemusikhistorie.dk/instrumenterne.html).
instrumenterne.html).

Ill. 57. The spread of alcohol-related artefacts. Within the festival area, only beer-fill magnets (white stars) represent the consumption of
permitted alcohol during Midgardsblot, so we can presume that pull tabs (blue) and bottle caps (yellow) in this area derive from Midgard
Viking Festival. Note the beer-fill magnets in front of the stage north for Gildehallen, and the single souvenir that was forgotten in the camp.

During Midgardsblot, most beer is filled in plastic
glasses, and any bottles that are sold, have their caps
removed in the bar and are poured into glasses. All
the bottle caps were found in the field during Search
1 and probably belong to MV and possibly the Viking

camp during MB – evidence of bottles opened in
the tent camp in the evenings after the market. The
alcohol-related group of finds was clearer in the results
of Searches 3 and 4 around Gildehallen and the less
landscaped parts further north.

Ill. 59: Mouth harp

Apart from the mouth harp, there is a lot of music played at Midgardsblot – but this fact is not represented in the finds. We
have only one other music-related find – a microphone clip. And they call this a music festival?!
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Ill. 60. The stage area in Area 2 of the survey.

6.4 Camping

Many festival participants spend the night in the festival camp down by the fjord (Borrestranda) – an area
that falls outside the survey area. The Viking camp in Area 3 does, however, fall into the remit of the survey,
although it is not easy to distinguish it in our finds. Indeed, this area has not been searched as intensively as
were Areas 1 and 2. Tent equipment is, nevertheless, present in the form of nine finds of tarpaulin grommets
from large festival tents, tent pegs, and bolts for tent frames. Not tents for overnight accommodation, in other
words, but a different type of temporary construction.

6.5 Conclusions about the overview of finds
The spread of finds around Gildehallen has increased with the growth of the two festivals and has now
extended beyond the Gildehallen area itself to the two fields to the south. In all likelihood there are also many
finds to be made down by the festival camp on Borrestranda. The find overview is dominated by costumes/
jewellery, food & drink, and trade. Finds of tent pegs underline the picture of large, impermanent events with
elements of trade and festivities. Apart from the finds, there are no archaeologically readable traces.
Find category:
Replica 58 finds

Subtype

Number

%

Building

Building parts, nails, etc.

0

0

Costume

Costumes, jewellery, and personal equipment

36

63,2

Trade

Trade, weights, coin, hack-silver, ingots

4

7

Crafts

Tools, textiles, leather, metalwork, fishing, agriculture and
forestry

0

0

Domestic supply

Raw materials, equipment, food waste, eating utensils

2

3,5

Games

Gaming pieces, music, toys

2

1,7

Transport

Horse tack, transport

0

0

Cult

Amulet, miniatures (Thor‘s hammer, cross, miniatures)

13

22,8

Weapon

Weapons, armour, ring-mail

1

1,7

Ill. 61: Replica finds divided into find categories

Find category:
Replica 58 finds

Subtype

Number

%

Building

Building parts, nails, etc.

12

3,9

Costume

Costumes, jewellery, and personal equipment

56

18.2

Trade

Trade, weights, coin, hack-silver, ingots

75

24,4

Crafts

Tools, textiles, leather, metalwork, fishing, agriculture and
forestry

17

5,5

Domestic supply

Raw materials, equipment, food waste, eating utensils

121

39,4

Games

Gaming pieces, music, toys

5

1,6

Transport

Horse tack, transport

1

0

Cult

Amulet, miniatures (Thor‘s hammer, cross, miniatures)

15

4,9

Weapon

Weapons, armour, ring-mail

5

1,6

Ill. 62: All finds placed in find categories

An interpretation of the replica finds would unambiguously veer towards their having derived from one or
several large social events and trade. No permanent buildings are visible, but there are finds from temporary
constructions (tents). Two of the find categories – Costume, Jewellery & Personal Equipment and Religion &
Cult – account for 81% of the finds. These are pendants, rings, beads and other fittings that are dislodged in
the festival hurly-burly.
Coins and alcohol are evident in the finds after 2013, accounting for the fact that three categories make up
around 82% of the finds: Costume, Jewellery & Personal Equipment, Trade & Measures, and Domestic and Food
& Drink. Visitors have lost jewellery, and no doubt they have also eaten and drunk as well; archaeologically,
the only evidence of food consumption is provided by the chocolate coins! There were no food finds from our
searches.

7 Use and finds of replicas
Replicas reflect personal equipment that has been
accidentally lost, and in four instances the presumed
loss of artefacts at the point of sale at market
stalls. Replicas may be personal equipment such
as jewellery, amulets, rings, costume fastenings/
brooches, and costume fittings. Most are of metal,
but some glass beads and a die of bone have also
been found. Reading from our finds we can say that
people at festivals and markets tend to lose replicas
that belong to the archaeological categories ‘amulets’
(Thor’s hammers and crosses) and ‘personal artefacts’
(jewellery, fittings, rings and beads).

Ill. 63: Bell with leather strap
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After it became known that we were conducting
searches, we were contacted about several items
that people have lost and we have been able to return
some of these. Among the artefacts that we have not
recovered were replicas of a medieval finger ring and
a gold Roman Age berlock, also several ring brooches
and a chain with some 30 glass beads. Looking at
the historical eras, we can conclude that at a modern
Viking market people can lose artefacts from the
whole Iron Age and Middle Ages, with a few from
the Bronze Age thrown in for good measure.

Tågaborgshöjden in Hälsingborg, Skåne. Since this
copy was cast in good quality bronze and only has
superficial marks from modern tooling, in a few years
it may be difficult to securely date it. There is evidence
of Bronze Age settlement at Borre, so, if this bronze
horse were to be discovered here in 80 or 180 years,
it might be interpreted quite wrongly. This is also the
case with some Thor’s hammers, rings, beads, and
ring-headed pins.

Ring-headed pins are a common find from the
Viking Age, and were probably used by both rich and
poor. They are also popular among reenactors. One
reenactor informed us that on average he lost one a
year. In the database for finds from metal detector
searches conducted in Vestfold (some 1650 finds
made in the period 1991–2019) ring-headed pins are
among the largest groups of finds. It is therefore not
surprising that they also make up 10 % of our replica
finds.

Before Midgardsblot in 2015, one of our visitors –
let’s call her Kari – was also busy moving house. At a
different historical market Kari had previously bought
copies of two bronze animals that had been found in
Sweden. At Midgardsblot, she had with her a box of
items that was part of her house-moving effort and,
during a concert, she stored the box in her tent at the
reenactment camp. When she packed up to leave,
one of her animals – a bronze horse – fell out, while a
bronze deer stayed onboard. It was not her intention
that the bronze horse should have even been at
Midgardsblot, but the string of circumstances led to
it ending up there. Kari has now been reunited with
her horse, and it is perhaps just as well that it doesn’t
spend longer in the historical earth of Borre.

Two small iron rings have probably fallen off a ringmail hauberk, or they are spare rings used to repair
ring-mail. They may derive from Borre Fylkingen,
a battle reenactment group who hold displays at
both Midgard Viking Festival and Midgardsblot. As
far as historical environments go, hauberks seem
particulary suited to a feasting hall. Apart from this
find and the arrowheads from Midgard Viking Centre,
there is no weaponry among our finds, so it seems to
be a fairly peaceful place.
The traders and reenactors at a Viking Age market
will usually also have with them artefacts from earlier
and later periods. This is evident in our finds in the
cases of a bird fastening from the Migration Period as
well as crosses and other medieval artefacts.
The oldest artefact is a Bronze Age horse figure. The
bronze horse is a copy of a Swedish find made at

7.3 The hammer and the cross
One type of replica that is widespread among both
reenactors and metalheads is the Thor’s hammer. A
total of six Thor’s hammers have been found; three of
these seem to have fallen from a market stall during

Midgardsblot 2018, while two have derived from
the audience for Midgardsblot. One was found in the
Viking camp.

7.2 Case Kari

Ill. 64: Finds which belong in the category ‘Religion & Cult’

The following year (2016), Kari lost two ring-headed
pins at roughly the same location. They were being
used to fasten part of the tent canvas and were
lost during the packing of the tent at the end of the
festival. During Midgardsblot 2016, Kari lent a kirtle
and jewellery to a friend. A bird fastening, a replica
from the Migration Period, was lost. In 2018, this
fastening was discovered during metal detection
around Gildehallen. So, Kari alone accounts for four
replica finds. She has been present at all MV and MB,
but the four artefacts were lost during MB in 2015 and
2016. This indicates how a single person’s equipment
and behaviour might strongly affect the find material.

Eight Thor’s hammers and crosses have been found.
The six Thor’s hammers are of five different types.
One copper alloy cross, attached upside-down, was
found in 2017. One Thor‘s hammer was broken and
the bits found during two different searches and
more than 30 metres apart. Two Thor’s hammers are
in silver, and four in copper alloys. Such hammers are
rarely found in archaeological contexts in Vestfold; at
modern Viking markets, however, they are a common
sight and many types are sold at the markets. The
Thor’s hammer is popular in both the reenactment and
metal communities, and are worn by both men and

women. The cross as pendant is visible in Norwegian
archaeological material from the Late Viking/Early
Medieval periods. The replica cross in our finds seems
to be a copy of cross that would have belonged
stylistically in the Late Viking/Early Medieval period.
The other cross is not considered a replica. It has been
attached upside-down and the year 2017 has been
etched into it. Visitors also come across finds, and at
least one find – a cross – was made out in the market
field.
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The puzzling find of half of a silver ring was made in
front of the stage in 2017 and was explained with the
discovery in 2018 of a Thor’s hammer with a broken
attachment ring. The hammer was found at the top of a
burial mound some 30 metres from the half ring. A similar

find displacement is shared by another find: a modern
aluminium fitting that was found in two parts. When
personal artefacts get broken in a crowd of people it is
not unlikely that the parts might hook onto clothing and
be carried apart before they fall to the ground.

7.4 Problems with replicas and archeological context?
Most of the replicas in our find material pose no
problems; some are creative reimaginings of Viking
styles, and a few have stamps. Others can be
identified as modern because an alloy has been used
that was rare in the Viking Age. While bronze and

silver were the preferred metals in Viking times,
today most alloys are made from brass and copper,
and usually a poor quality copper. Marks left by metal
grinding and modern tools are also tell-tale signs, but
these may be worn away if the artefact lies in the
ground for many years.

Ill. 65: Jewelry pin

Ill. 66: Reenactors Kirsten Marie Tufte and Geir Røvik and metalhead and reenactor Kim Arne Svingen. Both Kirsten and Kim are wearing Thor’s hammers.

Ill. 68. Here we see how the replica finds were spread around Area 1 – an area in which there also are known archaeological finds/sites (Runic-R).
The Runic-R in blue indicates the previously presumed position of a burial site that has been ploughed away. Because of the five recent finds
marked in the lower centre (including a pendant and two fragments of a clasp with relief motif), this would seem to be a more likely position.

Figur 67: (Left) Horse in bronze. Copy of a Swedish find from the Bronze Age, lost at Midgardsblot 2015. (Right) Cross found in a field. The
cross is a modern replica and has been badly corroded by the short period it spent in the earth. On account of its alloy and its quality, this
artefact would probably have been easily identified as modern.

The problem here with replicas works two ways. As
there are known archaeological finds from this field, and
as these are thought to derive from two burial mounds
that were flattened in 1921, these replica finds may
have been interpreted in the future as ancient artefacts.
On the other hand, there is also a danger of genuine
artefacts being suspected of being replicas. This is a
dilemma which we have already met. At least one of
the finds that have been thought to be AFK stray finds,
may in fact be replicas that derive from the markets.
The pendant shown in ill. 37 is one of these. The Ship

Mound at Borre has features that suggest the woman
buried there was of eastern origin, and written sources
have also suggested that the rulers at Borre had close
contacts with lands to the east. If the pendant, which
is an eastern type of jewellery, is a historical artefact,
then it is of considerable archaeological interest. The
find location is in the middle of the Viking camp, so
we will have to examine whether or not it is a replica.
This is a problem which will also apply to any other
archaeological site on which modern markets are
allowed to be held.
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8 Conclusion: Gildehallen – a locality that attracts activity
Gildehallen was erected on its own foundations and
the work was carried out partly behind a construction
tent. This notwithstanding, it is surprising that only
one find – a fragment of reinforcement bar – seems
to derive from the building phase. Typical building
materials, such as screws, nails, tools, etc, were
not found. Gildehallen has a wooden floor which is
regularly cleaned. Artefacts are very unlikely to find
their way under the building as long as it stands.
Nevertheless, one find was made inside Gildehallen
in 2016. During re-laying of the floor around the
fireplace, sand and stone flags were replaced with
a floor of cement and clay, and in the sand an Olav
Tryggvason penning (replica in silver) was found.
While some of the replicas and finds we have made
can be related to the running of the museum, there is
no doubt that it is the festivals and markets, with their
many reenactors, that are responsible for the great
majority of replica finds, and will continue to be so for
the foreseeable future. These events bring together
crowds of people over several days, many sleeping

in tents without floors; they have open market stalls,
music, and dancing. So the area around Gildehallen
that is utilised has expanded over the years.
Nevertheless, the finds can be related to Gildehallen
as a locality and to the activities it generated. Perhaps
the pattern of finds we have seen around GIldehallen
will not differ from what we might expect around
the other feasting halls at Borre from the Migration
Period and Viking Age?

Ill. 69: One find was made inside Gildehallen itself: a replica in silver
of an Olav Tryggvason penning.

8.1 Finds at modern Viking markets – transferrable to archaeological contexts?
Gildehallen is the background for the finds material
that has been generated in the survey area. After it
was opened in 2013, various related activities have
been attracted to the hall, bringing with them the find
material we have recovered from a large area around
Gildehallen. Most of the finds will not be related to the
building itself, but lie spread around it – a pattern we
recognise from archaeological studies of house sites.
In the coming years we will be continuing with
annual searches, building on the finds results we
have arrived at. And then one can evaluate whether
the results are transferrable to comparable Iron Age
sites – markets, halls, and other locations where

9

An afterthought – Borre Viking Market

So, what about Borre Viking Market? The event is held
biannually (1994–2018) on Borrestranda (the coastal
strip below the Borre park). It is an event which is
not dissimilar to those discussed in this survey, but
has been going on for much longer. We can expect
there to be a large amount of finds of artefacts which
the visitors, traders and reenactors lose. In addition,
there will also be production waste, for Borre Viking
Market includes on-site metalworking, jewellery
making, and ironwork. Borre Viking Market is held
in its entirety within the protected zone of the Borre
grave field – but along a coastal strip that would have
been under water in the Viking Age. The Viking Age
sea level would have been roughly 3,8 meter higher,
so the market is located in an area where there
should be minimal authentic Iron Age material. We
are, however, less sure about finds of slag beyond
the ancient shoreline in front of the grave field. This
may be slag that the market has deposited, but this
zone may also have been used in the Iron Age for ship
repairs, burial rituals, etc. Carbon-14 dating should
resolve the issue.

In March 2018, a walker reported the find of a
ring-headed pin, which in all likelihood is a replica
connected with Borre Viking Market. This shows
the need for a sweep of this area, too. Much of the
layout of Borre Viking Market has stayed the same
through all the years it has been held, so it might
make a fascinating case study. However, since it is
lies within the protected zone, a dispensation from
the restrictions of the Cultural Heritage Act would be
necessary. In recent years, Borre Viking Market has
attracted between 8000 and 10000 visitors, and 600
to 800 reenactors take part – so the amount of finds
material will be large. It will also demand considerable
resources to conduct a clean-up on this scale.

Ill. 70: Replica finds which derive from Borre Viking Market. Left: A
ring-headed pin which was reported by a walker in 2018. Right: A
three-leafed clasp found by Gaute Sylta Lindstad while preparing
the market fire pit in 2012.

large amounts of stray finds are registered. In
archaeological circles there is a discussion about how
we can identify smaller markets on a local or regional
scale – gatherings which perhaps leave little or no
archaeological evidence because they are temporary,
with impermanent constructions or tents. It was only
the elite which was admitted to a feasting hall, most
of their retinue had to make do with the surrounding
areas. Feasting halls had wooden floors which would
have been cleaned, so that – as at Gildehallen – most
finds are likely to be made outside the hall, rather than
inside.
Ill. 71: Borre Viking Market is held on Borrestranden, marked with a red circle. The blue line demarcates the Viking Age sea level. The red
square denotes the market area by Gildehallen. The red star marks the position of the ring-headed pin.
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